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1 INTRODUCTION

The Booster is a multipurpose accelerator interposed between a
200 MeV linac, a pair of 15 MV Tandem Van deGraaf
accelerators, and the AGS.[1] It can operate on slow cycles of
0.3 Hertz pulse repetition frequency up to a maximum of 7.5
Hertz. The different cycles, from long front porches for long
injection or accumulation periods or flattops for slow extraction,
to normal fast extraction cycles, accommodate protons, heavy
ions (h.i.) and polarized protons.

One of the major systems enabling the flexible Booster operation
is the Main Ring Magnet Power Supply (MRPS) system.[2] It
consists of a series connection of six, 1000 volt, multiphase
rectifiers together with bypass switches. Two of the six operate
at currents up to 6 kA and the rest up to 3 kA. All bypass
switches are rated for 6 kA. The system is equipped with
passive, damped LCRC filters as well as an active transformer
coupled correction system.

The MRPS is connected directly to the Long Island 69 Kv bus
via a dedicated 20 MVA transformer. The choice of a series of
modules enables the very flexible cycle generation and at the
same time minimizes the deleterious effects of power factor and
harmonics on the ac lines.[3]

2 DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM

After several ac line studies [4,5,6] it was decided that the
Booster MRPS could be powered directly off the ac line without
the use of an energy buffering source. To the best of our
knowledge this hookup constitutes the first time a large, rapid
cycling load such as an accelerator would run in this fashion.
Other much larger machines have done so, but their cycles are
much slower. The Booster upper operating frequencies are in the
sensitive regions for the perceptible ac line flicker effects, tor
ac grid distribution instabilities, for ac generation torsional
shaft oscillations, and in proximity to the mechanical resonance
frequencies of smaller MG sets. The local power company
agreed to the direct hookup provided we did not pulse at certain
frequencies (1 to 4.5 Hz and > 10 Hz).[6) For this reason a
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pulse power monitor relay was installed at the 69 Kv ac input
line. This relay samples the voltage and the current in the three
phases, calculates the instantaneous power, and performs a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) to decompose the complicated power
waveforms into their constituent components. If any component
is exceeded an alarm is issued, and if it is not corrected within
15 seconds, a line circuit breaker is tripped. An equivalent
circuit of the ac distribution system for the BNL site is shown in
Fig. I. The short circuit capacities (SCC) are given along with
system voltages and substation arrangements.
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Fig. I. Equivalent circuit for the BNL site ac distribution.

The major problem or requirement of the MRPS is the dynamic
cycle control while at the same time maintaining accuracies <
10'3 in magnetic fields, especially during the injection and
extraction phases of the accelerator. In addition different cycles
can be requested and run for up to 4 users per supercyde.

Figure 2 shows a typical set of waveforms during one or the
Booster proton operating periods. The computer generated
functions and the loop controls play the major role in satisfying
the above. These will be described later.
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Fig. 2. Typical output power waveform of Booster MRPS.

3 AC CONNECTION AND EFFECTS ON GRID

The 69 Kv incoming power is stepped down to 13.8 Kv at the
BNL 631 substation by the dedicated 20/27 MVA transformer
(TR7). This power is run approximately 1/4 mile to the Building
930A yard which is adjacent to the indoor rectifier modules.
This yard contains the MRPS switchgear, phase-shifting auto-
transformers and rectifier transformers. Each of the .six 24-pulse
supplies is fed by a phase-shifting transformer and four rectifier
transformers, thus a total of six phase-shifters and 24 rectifier
transformers are used. Each phase-shifter produces a ± 7.5"
phase shift. This is fed to the rectifier transformers which are
connected in an extended delta/wye configuration and equipped
with a secondary 90% tap. Each pair of these transformers
produce +/- 15° phase shifts and step the voltage down to 210
volts.

The rectifier transformer sizes are 600 kVA and 1200 kVA and
are oil cooled. They have cylindrically wound coils composed
of copper wire high voltage primaries and copper sheet
secondaries. In order to maximize the benefits of a 24 pulse
power supply, every attempt has been made to reduce the leakage
reactance of the system to reduce the commutation overlap angle.
The dominant reactance of our system is the rectifier transformer
impedance. We therefore specified transformers with an
impedance of 3% with a tolerance of + 5% and an unbalance
between units of ± 2.5% to be obtained on the 100% tap. The
measured impedances of the final units was 3.5% (+ 3%, -
3.33%) for the 1200 kVA units and 3.33% (+ 3.06%, - 3.35%)
for the 600 kVA units.

The Booster power swing is the largest .single pulsating load on
the laboratory site. Before deciding to operate the Booster
directly from the power grid, voltage amplitude and phase flicker
calculations were performed using the MODfFY routine of the
circuit analysis program ECAP. Booster 1.5 GeV operation was
assumed giving rise to a real power swing of 21.7 MW and a
reactive power swing of 7.68 MVAR.[4] Using Fig. I, the
results of the calculation are given in Table A. The use of a
dedicated feed reduces the worst case flicker from 0.45% to
0.27%. Based on experience, published data, and site
measurements, limits were set for 0.5% and 0.6° for amplitude
and phase flicker respectively. To validate the model a test was
performed at reduced power (1.2 MW) and at 7.5 Hz at the 44.5
MVA SCC node of Fig. 1. Measurements resulted in the data
shown in Table B. Examination of the spectrum reveals a 60 Hz
power frequency carrier plus ordered pairs of sidebands. The
sideband spacing is 7.5 Hz and is an asymmetrical distribution of
the sidebands about the carrier. This indicates a combination of
amplitude and angle modulation. Using established techniques
[5] these can be reduced to amplitude and phase flicker amounts.

Scaling these results to the tull BooMer power, the .imouMs are
0.7% and 2.06°. If we scale to the dedicated teed upturn (due
to SCC mult by 0.35) we get 0.25% and 0.72" complied to the
calculated values of 0.27% and 0.51" (see Table A). As seen in
Fig. 2, the Booster cycles are more complicated Table C gives
ihe average dc power values for a gold and a proton supercv.lc
These were calculated from actual digital recordings of the output
current and voltage. The measured power line disturbances
produced by the proton "super" evele contained sidebands
separated by 0.265 Hz. Using the procedure outline above, the
site flicker was measured to be 0.79% and 0.53° for amplitude
and phase respectively. The real power swing «,as 17 MW

Voltage harmonics were measured on the dedicated Booster teed
during the proton cycle. Since the MRPS is a 24- pulse swem.
the harmonics generated by the rectification process are oh.ser\ed
as voltage spectra centered at 1.38 and 1.5 kHz with sidebands
spaced 0.265 Hz apart. Virtually all the harmonic power was
observed to be in the center frequencies and the first 4 sideband
pairs. The rms value of the spectra was calculated to be 1.06%
each for both the 1.38 and 1.5 kHz bands.

4 OUTPUT PERFORMANCE

The performance of the MRPS is monitored by several schemes.
An accurate DCCT measures the current, and a Hall effect
generator as well as a pickup coil (Gauss Clock) monitor the
magnetic field. All of these use very stable electronics and
techniques to obtain short and long-term accuracies. The G.C
has a sensitivity of 0.01 G/pulse.

The basic time constant of the Booster main ring ps sWem is
determined by the magnet inductance (L) and resistance (R) or
L/R time constant. In our machine this is equal to approximately
1.25 seconds. At a pulse repetition time of 133.3 milliseconds,
a current loop acting alone cannot correct the cycle. Thus, the
control of our cycle is mostly determined by the voltage program
and its associated voltage feedback loop. The voltage feedback
gain is set to — 30 db with a zero db crossover frequency
between 200-300 Hz. The open loop gain is linearized over the
operating range using a simple analog multiplier circuit in an
additive fashion to the linear gain blocks.

An analog current loop is used, together with the voltage loop,
during long front porches or flattops to maintain the long term
accuracy. It improves the current or field stability by a factor oi
3 to 5. However, its disadvantage is that since it is not gated, it
produces a net tracking error during the dynamic part ot the
Booster cycle. Thus, its main use is for slow cycles such as
heavy ion operation. In order to alleviate some of the problems
associated with continuous analog feedback, a digital current
sampling loop is employed to correct any MRPS drirt.s during
injection. For example, in operating the Booster at 5 Hertz, lour
consecutive 200 msec transfers must be made to the AGS For
uniformity, both the injection and ejection regions have to exhibit
< 0.05% deviation across the four pulses and long term This
loop senses the injection current error signal over a period ^t a
line cycle (16.667 msec), performs a running average for n
cycles (typically 5 to 10), stores and outputs a dc correction to
the MRPS. Figure 3 shows the effects with and withoui this
loop. The improvement is approximately a factor of 20.



Fig. 3. Waveforms with and without average injection error
correction system.

Fast voltage correction is accomplished by the active filter
transformer driven by a bipolar ps or amplifier. The heart of
this system is an intelligent reference input function that is
generated by a computer. We presently obtain excellent cycle
reproducibility at extraction so this loop is not required. When
the Booster however, will be used ui a slow extracted mode for
h.i. beams, we believe it will become necessary to reduce voltage
and hence beam ripple.

5 CONTROLS

The functional control program of the MRPS consists of six
vector-driven voltage functions and one current function. These
are generated by a high level application program running on the
AGS Apollo networked computer system. The cycle construction
is parameterized to several basic constants or tables. The
program begins with a definition of a desired magnetic field (B)
vs. time, which is zone defined and spline-fit between the zones.
The B is converted to a current from magnetic field mea-
surements. This produces the current reference function. Using
the dc circuit parameters (R, L, SCR bypass voltage drops, and
a variable time delay) as a model, the total voltage function is
calculated which then, via certain rules dictated by the hardware,
is divided and vectorized into up to six voltage functions, one per
module. If a unit is not required in generating an overall cycle,
the module is put into bypass by ? program disable. As soon as
a non-zero function is called off, the SCR switch is unbypassed.
The functions are transmitted vis the local device control
computer to local memory in each module. Up to four functions
can be stored. Common timeline encoded events are decoded by
the local crate and these dictate when a certain function table is
executed.

All control functions for the MRPS, except analog functions, are
processed through an Allen-Bradley (AB) PLC network. The
network is composed of 13 PLC5/12 units which control and
monitor the 12 rectifier interlock and circuit breaker systems, the
SCR bypass systems, filter systems, reference magnets, main
ring disconnect switches, and the main ring magnet interlocks.
The network uses a PLC5/25 as a host for system-wide controls,
e.g. global command for system configuration, for protection and

for circuit breaker sequenced turn-on and shutdown. An
industrial computer is connected to the Data Highway network
and uses the AB Advisor program for graphic displays of infor-
mation. The computer is also used to program the PLC's and
for altering or troubleshooting purposes while the power supply
is on-line. Some protection devices, such as ac and dc
overloads, security and crash switches are hardwired as well as
PLC monitored. The MRPS control system is linked to the
Apollo system for command and status information.

TABLE A - Calculated Flicker

7

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Location

LJLCO subtutioo

Laboratory power
grid with Booster
connected to 1810
MVA SCC node

Laboratory power
{rid with Booster
connected to
dedicated feed

Maximum
Amplitude Flicker

0.27%

0.45%

0.27 %

Phase Flicker

0.51°

0.67"

0.51°

TABLE B - Observed spectrum for test load normalized to 60 Hz
carrier

Frequency

75 Hz

67.5

60.

52.5

45

Amplitude

37

79

10,000

112

34

Phase

-71°

-226°

0

-321

-101

TABLE C - Real power values for Gold and Proton Super Cycle

Power

Peak Positive

Peak Negative

Avenge Positive

Average Negative

Net Avenge

Gold Cycle

8.7 MW

8.16 MW

905 KW

443 KW

462 KW

Proton Cycle

8.89 MW

8.11 MW

562 KW

443 KW

123 KW
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